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Group Actions on Stacks and Applications

Matthieu Romagny

The motivation at the origin of this article is to investigate some ways of con-
structing moduli for curves, and covers above them, using tools from stack theory.
This idea arose from reading Bertin–Mézard [BeM, esp. Sec. 5] and Abramovich–
Corti–Vistoli [ACV]. Our approach is in the spirit of most recent works, where
one uses the flexibility of the language of algebraic stacks. This language has two
(twin) aspects: category-theoretic on one side and geometric on the other. Some
of our arguments, especially in Section 8, are formal arguments involving general
constructions concerning group actions on algebraic stacks (this is more on the
categoric side). They are, intrinsically, natural enough to preserve the “modular”
aspect. In trying to isolate these arguments, we were led to write results of inde-
pendent interest. It seemed therefore more adequate to present them in a separate,
self-contained part. Thus the article is split into two parts of comparable size.

More specifically, groups are ubiquitous in algebraic geometry (when one fo-
cuses on curves and maps between them, examples include the automorphism
group, fundamental group, monodromy group, permutation group of the ramifica-
tion points, . . .). It is natural to ask whether we can handle group actions on stacks
in the same fashion as we do on schemes. For example, we expect: that the quo-
tient of the stack of curves with ordered marked points Mg,n by the symmetric
group should classify curves with unordered marked points; that if G acts on a
scheme X then the fixed points of the stack Pic(X) under G should be related to
G-linearized line bundles on X; and that the quotient of the modular stack curve
X1(N ) by (Z/NZ)× should be X0(N ) (the notation is, we hope, well known to the
reader). Other important examples appear in the literature: action of tori on stacks
of stable maps in Gromov–Witten theory [Ko; GrPa], and action of the symmet-
ric group Sd on a stack of multisections in [L-MB, (6.6)]. Our aim is to provide
the material necessary to handle the questions raised here and then answer them,
as well as to give other applications.

Let us now explain in more detail the structure and results of this paper.
In Part A we discuss the notion of a group action on a stack. We are mainly

interested in giving general conditions under which the fixed points and the quo-
tient of an algebraic stack are algebraic. In Sections 1 and 2 we give definitions
and basics on actions. For simplicity let us now consider a flat group scheme G
and an algebraic stack M, both of finite presentation (abbreviated fp) over some
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base scheme. Slightly sharper assumptions are in the text. In Sections 3 and 4 we
establish the following.

• Assume that the structure sheaf OG is locally free over the base. If, moreover,G
is proper or if M is a Deligne–Mumford stack, then there is an algebraic stack
of fixed points MG. The map MG →M is representable and separated, with
even better properties when G is finite (Theorem 3.3, Proposition 3.7).

• IfG is separated then there is a quotient algebraic stack M/G. The map M →
M/G is aG-torsor and hence is representable, separated, and fp (Theorem 4.1).

Finally in Section 5, as a preparation to Part B, we recall the concept of rigidifica-
tion of a stack and look at its behavior with respect to group actions. The result is
that rigidification along a group H and quotient by a group G commute under the
natural hypotheses (Theorem 5.1). As far as fixed points are concerned, no such
commutation holds in general, but we are able to prove a special case that is suf-
ficient for what we need later on (Proposition 5.3).

In Part B we describe applications to moduli of maps of curves. LetG be a given
finite monodromy group with order |G|. Our constructions rely on the stacks of
curves with level structures. A Teichmüller structure on a curve (in the sense of
[DMu]) is essentially given by a torsor over the curve, which is itself a curve. This
points out a link with the moduli stack of curves with G action, denoted Hg,G.

We are therefore led to recall, in Section 6, what is known about Hg,G in the tame
case. In Section 7 we derive a definition of a proper Z[1/|G|]-stack M̄g(G) that
we wish to compare with the normalization of M̄g in Mg(G) as introduced by
Deligne–Mumford. Denote the latter normalization by M̃g(G). We show that

• M̄g(G) is a “modular” desingularization of M̃g(G) over Z[1/|G|] (Theo-
rem 7.2.3).

This is, in spirit, close to [ACV, Sec. 5.2], but our construction is more straight-
forward. In Section 8, we proceed to find a presentation of Hg,G as a quotient
of a scheme by a finite group. We introduce Z[1/n]-stacks, denoted X n

g,G and
X̄ n
g,G, that are built up from stacks M̄g(G). The parameter n is an arbitrary inte-

ger, prime to |G|. The meaning of these stacks is more visible upon their definition
(Definition 8.2.1), and we may just mention here that X n

g,G is a sum of quotients
of a scheme by a finite group, as desired. We prove that there is an isomorphism
X n
g,G � Hg,G over Z[1/n] (Theorem 8.2.2). In particular, Hg,G is described by a

quotient presentation, valid also at characteristics that divide |G|.
Notation. We have already used some standard notation; observe that |E| de-
notes the cardinality of a finite set E. Algebraic stacks are taken in the sense of
[L-MB, Def. 4.1]. If n is a fixed integer and M is an algebraic stack then we de-
note M[1/n] = M⊗ Z[1/n]. For instance, we should have written Hg,G[1/n] a
few lines back; we shall be careful always to do so. The residue field of a point
x in a scheme X is denoted by kx. In Part A, a scheme S is fixed and we work
in the setting of S-stacks, so we often omit S from the notation (e.g., in fibred
products). The base change ofX/S by T/S is writtenXT := X×S T. We often ab-
breviate “locally of finite presentation” by lfp. We write categories in calligraphic
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letters (such as C ) and 2-categories in fraktur letters (such as C). A category fi-
bred in groupoids over S is simply called a groupoid over S. In such a groupoid
M, the functor of isomorphisms between two objects x, y ∈M(T ) is denoted by
IsomT (x, y) or by IsomMT

(x, y) if mention of M is needed.

Part A. Group Actions on Stacks

1. Operations in a 2-Category

1.1. We first recall some basics concerning diagrams in a 2-category (in a very
sketchy way). Chapter I of [Ha] is a good reference for all we need about this.
Loosely speaking, a diagram in a 2-category C is a set of objects with a set of 1-
morphisms between certain pairs of objects and a set of 2-morphisms between cer-
tain pairs of 1-morphisms with same source and target. We write D = {M, f ,α} to
indicate that M (resp. f , α) ranges through the set of objects (resp. 1-morphisms,
2-morphisms) of the diagram D. The set of i-morphisms (i = 1, 2) of the diagram
is assumed to be saturated under composition—that is, including all possible com-
positions between i-morphisms. We call a pair of i-morphisms of D with same
source and target an i-circuit; it commutes if its two morphisms coincide. A dia-
gram in C is said to be i-commutative if any of its i-circuits commutes.

In most diagrams we will consider, to any1-circuit will be attached a 2-morphism
in a natural way, so we will often not bother to draw it. For instance, in the di-
agram D pictured below, with our convention it is understood that there is a 2-
morphism α ′′ : g ′gh ⇒ h′′f ′f attached to the exterior rectangular 1-circuit. If
∗ denotes the composition of 2-morphisms between adjoined diagrams [Ha, I,
(1.5)], the 2-circuit pictured on the right is simply written (α ′′,α ′ ∗ α). Thus D is
2-commutative if and only if α ′′ = α ′ ∗ α.

M f ��

h

��

M′ f ′ ��

h′

��

M′′

h′′

��
N g ��

α

�����������

���������
N ′ g ′ ��

α ′
�����������

���������
N ′′

together with
the 2-circuit

g ′h′f
α ′f

��
��

��
��

�

��
��

��
�

g ′gh

g ′α
���������

�������

α ′′
�� h′′f ′f

1.2. We now look at the 2-category C = Grpd/S of groupoids over S. In this
2-category all 2-morphisms are isomorphisms, so that 2-commutativity of dia-
grams means “(1-)commutativity up to (given) isomorphisms”. Let M be such a
groupoid and G a functor in groups over S. We denote by m the multiplication of
G and by e (or sometimes simply 1) its unit section. The weakest possible def-
inition of an action of G on M is a morphism of groupoids µ : G ×M → M
satisfying 2-commutative diagrams concerning compatibility with respect to the
multiplication and the unit section of G:

G×G×M m×idM ��

idG×µ
��

G×M
µ

��
G×M µ ��

α

�������������

�����������
M

,

G×M µ ��
a

��
��

��
��

��
M

M
e×idM

��

idM

�	����������
. (1)
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Given a scheme T, sections x, y ∈M(T ) and g ∈G(T ), and an arrow ϕ : x → y,
as usual we abbreviateµ(g, x) by g.x andµ(g,ϕ) by g.ϕ. Then α and a are merely
given by isomorphisms that are natural in (g,h, x):

αxg,h : g.(h.x) ∼−→ (gh).x and ax : 1.x ∼−→ x.

Actually, this is not enough to give a reasonable definition because the pres-
ence of α and a introduces two novelties. Namely, we must make sure that they
are compatible with each other and also that “higher associativity” (the different
ways to pass from an expression such as g1.(g2.(...(gn.x))) to (g1...gn).x using
α) holds. Similarly, a morphism ofG-groupoids f : M → N should be given by
a 2-commutative diagram

G×M µ ��

idG×f
��

M
f

��
G×N ν ��

σ

	
���������

���������
N

(2)

with some “higher associativity” condition on σ (more concretely, we may write
σ xg : g.f(x) ∼−→ f(g.x)). Sorting this all out, we arrive at the following definition.

Definition 1.3. Let M be a groupoid over S, and let G be a functor in groups
over S.

(i) An action ofG on M is a triple (µ,α, a), where µ : G×M →M is a mor-
phism of groupoids satisfying the 2-commutative diagrams in (1) and such that,
for all x and all g,h, k we have

αxg,hk � g.αxh,k = αxgh,k � αk.xg,h and [g.ax = αxg,1 and ah.x = αx1,h].

We say that (M,µ,α, a), or simply M, is a G-groupoid. If α and a are the iden-
tity 2-isomorphisms, we say that the action (or the G-groupoid) is strict.

(ii) A morphism of G-groupoids between (M,µ,α, a) and (N, ν,β, b) is a
pair (f , σ), where f : M → N is a morphism of groupoids over S satisfying
the 2-commutative diagram in (2) and such that, for all x and all g,h we have
f(αxg,h) � σ h.xg � g.σ xh = σ xgh � βf(x)g,h

and f(ax) � σ x1 = bf(x).

(iii) An isomorphism ofG-groupoids is a morphism ofG-groupoids that is also
an equivalence of categories fibred over S.

Remark 1.4. To justify Definition 1.3(iii), one must check that if (f , σ) is an iso-
morphism of G-groupoids then it has a quasi-inverse that is also a morphism of
G-groupoids. This is rather straightforward: one just transports the 2-morphism
of G-equivariance σ to a given quasi-inverse e : N → M. Namely, fix some 2-
morphisms ϕ : ef ⇒ idM and ψ : fe ⇒ idN . Assume we are given a section y
of N and a section g of G. Put x = e(y). Then consider σ xg : g.f(x) ∼−→ f(g.x),
apply e to it, and use ϕ,ψ to derive an isomorphism τ

y
g : g.e(y) ∼−→ e(g.y). One

may check that (e, τ) is a morphism of G-groupoids.

The 2-category of G-groupoids over S is denoted G-Grpd/S. Expert readers rec-
ognize that the data (M,µ,α, a) determine exactly what is called a lax presheaf in
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groupoids F over C = B0G, where B0G is the groupoid associated toG (i.e., the
groupoid whose fibre over a scheme T/S has only one object and “morphisms” the
elements of G(T )). This lax presheaf (see [Ho, Apx. B]) is described as follows.

• To an object ofB0G (i.e., a scheme T over S) is associated the groupoid F(T ) =
M(T ).

• To a morphism ofB0G (i.e., a section g ∈G(T )) is associated the functorµg :=
µ(g−1, ·) : M(T )→M(T ).

• For each g,h ∈G(T ), there is a natural transformation µg � µh ∼−→µhg given
by αg−1,h−1.

So now, Definitions 1.3(i) and (ii) are simply translations of the definitions we
find in [Ho, Apx. B]. This link with lax presheaves also explains why, given a
G-groupoid M, we will always be able to find an equivalent G-groupoid Mstr

such that the 2-isomorphisms α and a are the identities.

Proposition 1.5. The inclusion functor of the 2-category of strict G-groupoids,
as a fully faithful sub-2-category of G-Grpd/S, is a 2-equivalence. More pre-
cisely, there is a “strictification” functor G-Grpd/S → G-Grpd/S sending any
G-groupoid to an isomorphic G-groupoid with strict action.

Definitions of 2-functors and 2-equivalences can be found in [Ha, Chap. I, (1.5)–
(1.8)]. However, the reader may safely rely on intuition and hence skip those def-
initions (and is advised to do so).

Proof. Let M be a G-groupoid, and define a G-groupoid Mstr in the following
way:

• the sections of Mstr over a scheme T are pairs (g, x) with g ∈ G(T ) and x ∈
M(T );

• the arrows in Mstr between (g, x) and (h, y) are arrows ϕ : x → (g−1h).y in
M(T ); and

• composition of two arrows ϕ : (g, x) → (h, y) and ψ : (h, y) → (k, z) is
given by

x
ϕ �� (g−1h).y

(g−1h).ψ �� (g−1h).((h−1k).z)
αzg−1h,h−1k �� (g−1k).z.

There is a strict action of G on Mstr: an element γ ∈G(T ) sends an object (g, x)
to (γg, x) and sends an arrow ϕ : x → (g−1h).y to the same arrow as a morphism
between (γg, x) and (γ h, y).

It remains to check that M and Mstr are isomorphic. We define a morphism of
groupoids u : Mstr →M by mapping (a) an object (g, x) to g.x and (b) an arrow
(g, x)→ (h, y), represented by ϕ : x → (g−1h).y, to αyg,g−1h � (g.ϕ). Clearly, u
is a G-morphism; furthermore, it is essentially surjective because any object x in
M is isomorphic via ax to 1.x. Finally, it is straightforward to see that u is fully
faithful, so it must be an isomorphism.

Because of this proposition, our point of view in the next section will be limited
to considering strict actions. For Sections 2–5 (inclusive), we assume that the
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scheme S, viewed as the category of S-schemes, is endowed with the étale or fppf
topology (fppf = fidèlement plat de présentation finie, faithfully flat of finite pre-
sentation). Since stackification commutes with finite fibred products, it is clear
that an action of G on a groupoid M extends uniquely to an action on the associ-
ated stack M̃.

2. Definitions

Definition 2.1. Let M be a stack over S, and let G be a sheaf in groups over
S. Let m denote the multiplication of G and let e be its unit section. Let T be an
S-scheme.

(i) An action of G on M is a strict action (as in Definition 1.3). It is given by
a morphism of stacks µ : G×M →M with the 1-commutative diagrams in (1),
where α and a equal identities. The pair (M,µ) is called a G-stack; by abuse of
notation, it is sometimes denoted by M.

(ii) A 1-morphism ofG-stacks between (M,µ) and (N, ν) is a morphism ofG-
groupoids (as in Definition 1.3). It is given by a pair (f , σ)with the 2-commutative
diagram in (2) such that, for all sections x ∈ M(T ) and g,h ∈ G(T ), we have
σ h.xg � g.σ xh = σ xgh. We say that the morphism is strict if σ is the identity.

(iii) A 2-morphism of G-stacks between 1-morphisms (f1, σ1) and (f2 , σ2) is a
2-morphism of stacks τ : f1 ⇒ f2 compatible with the σi—that is, such that, for
all sections x ∈ M(T ) and g ∈ G(T ) over a scheme T, we have σ x2,g � g.τ x =
τ g.x � σ x1,g. In this way we define a 2-category of G-stacks over S, which will be
denoted by G-St/S or simply by G-St if the base S is understood. In particular,
given two G-stacks M, N, there is the stack HomG-St(M, N ) of 1-morphisms
and 2-morphisms between them.

(iv) An isomorphism ofG-stacks is a 1-G-morphism that is also an equivalence
of groupoids over S. A monomorphism is a fully faithful 1-G-morphism, and an
epimorphism is a 1-G-morphism that is locally essentially surjective [L-MB].

It turns out that there is an equivalent way to define morphisms for G-stacks in
the sense of (ii) and (iii). This alternative definition requires that we introduce in
the first place commutative diagrams in the 2-category G-St/S. The following
remark explains this.

Remark 2.2. Let D = {M, f ,α} be a diagram of stacks, where M, f , and
α range through objects, 1-morphisms, and 2-morphisms of D (respectively).
Consider

• the diagram G×D := {G×M, idG × f , ididG × α} and
• the diagram G×G×D := {G×G×M, idG×G × f , ididG×G × α}.
Assume that the objects are in fact G-stacks (M,µ) and that, for any objects
(M,µ) and (N, ν) and for any 1-morphism f : M → N, we are given a 2-
isomorphism σ : ν � (idG × f ) ⇒ f � µ. Then we can form a new diagram
G×G×D → G×D → D. Precisely, at the stageG×D → D the 1-morphisms
are the µ, the 2-morphisms are the σ. And at the stage G×G×D → G×D the
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1-morphisms are the (idG×µ), the 2-morphisms are the (idG×σ). Hence we can
define a 2-commutative diagram ofG-stacks to be given by data (D, {µ}, {σ}) such
thatG×G×D → G×D → D is a 2-commutative diagram of stacks. In partic-
ular, we can now define the notions of 1-morphisms ofG-stacks and 2-morphisms
between 1-morphisms of G-stacks via the 2-commutativity of the two elementary
diagrams

(M,µ)
(f, σ) �� (N, ν) and (M,µ)

(f1,σ1)
��

(f2,σ2 )


�τ⇓ (N, ν).

Checking 2-commutativity means checking 2-commutativity of the following
“prisms” in St/S:

G×G×M 1×µ ��

1×1×f
��

G×M µ ��

1×f
��

M
f

��
G×G×N 1×ν ��

1×σ

												

											
G×N ν ��

σ


	


























N

and

G×G×M
��
�

��

G×G×N

��
G×M ��


�

��

G×N

��
M ��� N

.

The 2-category G-St/S has arbitrary projective and inductive limits. In partic-
ular, G-St/S has fibred products. Any stack M over S gives a trivial G-stack
(M, pr2), and this gives a 2-functor ı : St → G-St . The invariants and coinvari-
ants are the 2-adjoints of this functor.

Definition 2.3. Let G be a sheaf in groups over S and let M be a G-stack
over S.

(i) A stack of fixed points MG is a stack that 2-represents the 2-functor St◦ →
Cat defined by

F(N ) = HomG-St(ı(N ), M)

(the latter is the stack of Definition 2.1(iii), and Cat is the 2-category of
categories).

(ii) A quotient stack M/G is a stack that 2-represents the 2-functor St → Cat
defined by

F(N ) = HomG-St(M, ı(N )).

Remark 2.4. Assume that M is aG-stack and thatH � G is a normal subgroup.
When all that follows make sense, we expectG/H to act on M/H and MH and to
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have transitivity isomorphisms (M/H )/(G/H ) � M/G and (MH )G/H � MG.

This is indeed the case, but one must be careful and it is appropriate here to stress
the weak-versus-strict problem. Denote byπ : M →M/H the quotient map and,
for each section g ∈ G(T ), denote by µg = µ(g, ·) the automorphism of M (in
fact MT ). By the 2-universal property we have a 2-commutative diagram,

M
µg ��

π

��

M
π

��
M/H

νg ��������

εg


	




























M/H

.

Here νg is unique up to a unique 2-isomorphism, so that for any two sections g1, g2

there is a 2-isomorphism αg1,g2 : νg1 � νg2 ⇒ νg1g2 satisfying the cocycle condi-
tion. This makes (M/H, ν,α, a = id) into a weak G-stack. Of course, for h ∈
H we can choose νh = id (with nontrivial εh) and then by unicity αg1,g2 = id as
soon as g1 ∈H or g2 ∈H. So if we denote by g �→ ḡ the projectionG→ G/H, it
makes sense to define ν̄ḡ = νg and ᾱḡ1,ḡ2 = αg1,g2 . Thus we get a weakG/H-stack
(M/H, ν̄, ᾱ, id), which we “strictify” (Proposition1.5) to obtain a strictG/H-stack
and we are done. Note that if we first strictified the G-stack (M/H, ν,α, id) then
we would lose the possibility of choosing νh = id and could no longer induce a
G/H-action. It is now a simple matter to derive the transitivity isomorphism. All
we said applies also to MH.

Proposition 2.5. Let G be a sheaf in groups over S and let M be a G-stack
over S. Then there exists a stack of fixed points MG, and its formation commutes
with base change on S.

Proof. From the definition we must have

HomSt(N, MG) = HomG-St(ı(N ), M).

From the particular case N = S we deduce

MG = HomSt(S, MG) = HomG-St(ı(S), M).

This is the stack of G-invariant sections of M whose objects over a base T are
pairs (x, {αg}g∈G(T )), where x ∈M(T ) and αg : x → g.x are isomorphisms such
that g.αh � αg = αgh for all sections g,h∈G(T ).
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a sheaf in groups over S and let M be a G-stack
over S. Then there exists a quotient stack M/G, and its formation commutes with
base change on S.

Proof. We define a prestack P as follows: sections of P(T ) are sections of M(T ),
and morphisms in P(T ) between x and y are pairs (g,ϕ), with g ∈ G(T ) and
ϕ : g.x → y a morphism in M(T ). Let M/G be the stack associated to P. It is
straightforward to check the universal 2-property.
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3. Algebraicity of Fixed Points

From this section on, we consider only algebraic stacks. The categoryG-AlgSt/S
of algebraic G-stacks over S is defined to be the full subcategory of G-St/S of
G-stacks whose underlying stack is algebraic. In particular all definitions of 2.1
apply, so we need not rewrite them. The definitions of 2.3 carry on in an obvious
way, namely the algebraic stack of fixed points represents a 2-functor AlgSt◦ →
Cat , and the quotient algebraic stack represents a 2-functor AlgSt → Cat .

In order to derive algebraicity of fixed points we will consider group schemes
that are essentially free over the base, a standard assumption in this context (read
[SGA3, Exp.VIII, Sec. 6]). Recall thatX→ S is essentially free if, possibly after
an fppf extension S ′ → S, there is a covering of S by open affines Si and, for all
i, a covering of X × Si by open affines X ′i,j such that the function ring of X ′i,j is
a free module over the function ring of Si.

Lemma 3.1. LetX ′ → S ′ → S be morphisms of schemes, withX ′ → S ′ unram-
ified and separated and with S ′ → S essentially free and fppf. Let X =∏

S ′/S X
′

be the Weil restriction functor defined by X(T ) = X ′(T ×S S ′) for all S-schemes
T. Then X is representable by an unramified and separated S-scheme.

Proof. The question of representability by an algebraic space is local for the fppf
topology on S. Thus we may assume S affine and S ′ quasi-compact. Then there
is an étale extension S ′′ → S ′ such that X ′ ×S ′ S ′′ is a closed subscheme of a fi-
nite disjoint union S ′′ � · · · � S ′′. So, after we perform the base change S ′′ → S,
the result is a consequence of [SGA3, Exp.VIII, Thm. 4.6] given that the Weil re-
striction of S ′ � · · · � S ′ is just S � · · · � S. Therefore, X is representable by an
algebraic space that is unramified and separated over S. It follows that X is even
a scheme [Kn, II, 6.16].

Example 3.2. By the theory of the Hilbert scheme it is known that the Weil re-
striction X is also representable when S ′ → S is proper, a fact that we shall use
below. We give a counterexample to representability when S ′ → S is not proper
and X ′ → S ′ is ramified. Namely, we take S = Spec(k) the spectrum of a field,
S ′ = Spec(k[x]) the affine line over k, and X ′ = Spec(k[x][ε]) with ε2 = 0.
Then for any k-algebra A we have

X(A) = Homk[x](k[x][ε],A[x]) =
{
P =

n∑
i=0

ai x
i ∈A[x], P 2 = 0

}
.

In degree n the relations P 2 = 0 are a2
0 = 2a0a1 = · · · = a2

n = 0, and the data of
the coefficients ai can be viewed as an A-point of

Xn = Spec(k[a0, . . . , an]/(a2
0, 2a0a1, . . . , a2

n)).

This is a local Artinian scheme and hence topologically a point. It is not hard to
see that, if X = lim−→Xn is representable, then its underlying topological space is
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still just a point. It follows that X is the spectrum of an Artinian local k-algebra,
which can only be

M = lim←− k[a0, . . . , an]/(a2
0, 2a0a1, . . . , a2

n).

This is impossible, because points of Spec(M)with values inA do not necessarily
have finitely many nonzero coefficients (for instance, take the universal point!).

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a group scheme that is essentially free and locally of fi-
nite presentation (lfp) over S. Let M be an algebraic G-stack with diagonal lfp
over S. Assume, furthermore, that either

(i) G is proper or
(ii) M is a Deligne–Mumford stack.

Then the fixed point stack MG (Proposition 2.5) is algebraic—so it is a fixed point
stack in AlgSt . Its formation commutes with base change on S. The morphism
ε : MG →M is representable and separated. In case (ii), ε is also formally un-
ramified; moreover, if M is separated then ε is finite.

Proof. It is enough to show that the morphism MG → M is representable with
the desired properties. So let f : T → M be a 1-morphism corresponding to an
object x ∈M(T ). The fibre product MG ×M T is the sheaf whose sections over
T ′/T are collections of isomorphisms {αg : x � g.x}g∈G(T ′ ) such that, for all sec-
tions g,h∈G(T ′), we have g.αh � αg = αgh (cocycle condition).

Denote by x1 and x2 the objects of M(G×T ) corresponding to the1-morphisms
pr2 � (idG × f ) and µ � (idG × f ), respectively. Then MG ×M T can again be
expressed as the subfunctor of the Weil restriction

W =
∏
GT/T

IsomGT (x1, x2)

defined by the cocycle condition. In case (i), W is representable by an algebraic
space separated and lfp, by the theory of the Hilbert scheme (or, rather, its exten-
sion by Artin [Ar, Cor. 6.2]). In case (ii), the functor IsomGT (x1, x2) is a scheme
unramified and separated over GT , so W is representable by a scheme unramified
and separated (by Lemma 3.1). Since G is essentially free, the cocycle condition
defines a closed subscheme ofW by [SGA3, Exp.VIII, Ex. 6.5.e]. This concludes
the proof.

Remarks 3.4. (i) An example of the theorem’s application to nonproper groups
is to Gromov–Witten theory. Given a nonsingular variety V, having a group action
on V helps to compute its Gromov–Witten invariants by localization formulas. A
classical situation is where a torus T acts (e.g., V = G/P is a projective homoge-
neous space and T is a maximal torus) and we are led to consider its induced action
on the Deligne–Mumford stack of stable maps M̄g,n(V,β) (see e.g. [GrPa]).

(ii) If M is representable, then MG is representable also; hence the fixed points
of M as a space or as a stack are the same (the Yoneda functor from spaces into
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stacks commutes with projective limits when they exist, but not with inductive
limits).

As indicated in Example 3.2, some problems arise if we want to prove a general
result of algebraicity for nonproper groups acting on Artin stacks. In the oppo-
site situation, when the group G is finite it is possible to give more properties of
the morphism ε : MG → M. For a separated (Artin) stack M, properness of ε
would follow simply if we knew that this property is preserved under Weil restric-
tion by a finite flat morphism. Unfortunately, Weil restriction does not behave so
well, at least if the restriction morphism is ramified (see however [BLR, Chap. 7,
Prop. 7.6/5(f )]). We shall deduce the corresponding property for ε by giving a
slightly different construction of MG. We start with a lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Let Q be a finite flat scheme lfp over S, and let M be an algebraic
stack lfp over S. Then the stack HomS(Q, M) of morphisms of stacks from Q to
M is algebraic and lfp over S.

Proof. Let us set H := HomS(Q, M) and n = [Q : S ]. Given an S-scheme T, we
have H(T ) = M(Q×T ). From this and the fact thatQ is affine, after algebraicity
is proved it will follow that H is lfp over S because, given a filtering inductive
system of S-algebras Ai, we have isomorphisms

lim−→H(Ai) � lim−→M(OQ ⊗ Ai) � M(lim−→OQ ⊗ Ai)

� M(OQ ⊗ lim−→Ai) � H(lim−→Ai).

Now we will show that the diagonal of H is representable, separated, and quasi-
compact. It is enough to study the sheaf IsomHT

(x, y) for two fixed objects x, y ∈
H(T ). These correspond to objects η ∈M(Q× T ) and ξ ∈M(Q× T ), and

IsomHT
(x, y) = HomT (QT , IsomMQ×T (η, ξ)).

Here the sheaf I := IsomMQ×T (η, ξ) is representable and of finite presentation
over QT (it is lfp because M is, by [EGA, I, 6.2.6], which extends to stacks). It
keeps these properties as a T-sheaf. Let us introduce the functor Hn, which is the
component of the full Hilbert functor of QT × I parameterizing 0-dimensional
subspaces of length n. It is representable by a separated algebraic space that is
lfp [Ar, Cor. 6.2], and in fact the length-n component is quasi-compact because
QT × I is. Now, the graph of a morphism QT → I defines a point in Hn (by
separation of I ) such that the restriction of the first projection QT × I → QT is
an isomorphism. The sheaf IsomHT

(x, y) is thus isomorphic to the correspond-
ing constructible open subspace of Hn. By constructibility, this open immersion
is quasi-compact [EGA, 0III, 9.1.5] and, of course, separated.

Now let U → M be an atlas; we can choose U separated. Then I claim that
V := HomS(Q,U) will be an atlas for H. First, by Artin’s result again V is rep-
resentable and lfp. Since H is also lfp, this shows that the map V → H has the
same property. Thus we only have to prove that it is formally smooth and sur-
jective. To prove surjectivity, take an algebraically closed field k and a morphism
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Spec(k)→ H (i.e., a morphism f : Qk →Mk). Then Qk is an Artinian scheme
and hence a sum of local Artinian k-schemes, so we reduce to the local case. By
surjectivity of U →M, the image of the underlying point of Qk lifts to Uk , and
by smoothness the whole morphism lifts. It remains to prove formal smoothness.
Let A → A0 be a surjection of Artinian rings with nilpotent kernel. Assume we
have a 2-commutative diagram

V ��

��
��

��
��

��
H

Spec(A0)

�� ������������
, meaning that we have

UA0
��

��
��

�
��

�
MA0

QA0

�� �����������

.

Since QA0 is Artinian, it follows by the smoothness of UA → MA that the map
QA0 → UA0 → UA immediately lifts to QA → UA, and we are done.

Example 3.6. If Q = S ⊗ Z[ε]/ε2 we recover the tangent stack T(M/S), and
the lemma gives a proof of its algebraicity that is simpler than in [L-MB, Chap.17].

Proposition 3.7. Let G be a finite, flat group scheme lfp over S. Let M be
an algebraic G-stack that is lfp over S. Then the morphism ε : MG → M is
quasi-compact. Furthermore, consider a property of morphisms of schemes that
is enjoyed by closed immersions and is stable by composition. Then, if the diago-
nal of M has this property, the morphism ε has this property. In particular, ε is
proper if M is separated.

Proof. Throughout, we will omit the description of the morphisms of the different
stacks introduced, since they are obvious and quite lengthy to write completely.
By the lemma applied to Q = G, the stack H = Hom(G, M) is algebraic. We
now define two morphisms a, b : M → H. Let x ∈ M(T ), corresponding to a
morphism f : T →M, and look at the compositions

G× T id×f �� G×M
pr2

��
µ �� M.

Then we define a(x) = (µ � (idG× f ))∗(x) and b(x) = (pr2 � (idG× f ))∗(x) =
xGT . In more naive terms, a(x) = (g �→ g.x) and b(x) = (g �→ x). Now look at
the fibre product defined by the diagram

N ��

��

M
b

��
M a �� H

.

An object of N is a pair (x,ψx : a(x) � b(x)), whereψx consists of isomorphisms
ψx
g : g.x � x. We define a closed substack Z ⊂ H by considering the morphisms
ψ : G→M such that, for all sections g,h ∈G(T ), we have g(ψh) � ψg = ψgh.

The stack MG is isomorphic to the preimage of Z in N. The morphism ε : MG →
M is the first projection. Finally, it is not hard to check that MG is lfp, using that
this is the case for a as well as for H and its diagonal.
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It remains to prove the properties of the morphism MG → M. First we look
at the morphism b : M → H. Let U → H be a morphism corresponding to an
object ξ ∈M(G×U). The fibre product M×H U is the stack of triples (T, η,α)
composed of a map of schemes T → U, an object η ∈M(T ), and an isomorphism
α between ηGT and ξGT . By fppf descent, this is none other than the functor of de-
scent data for ξ with respect to the fppf covering GU → U. It is represented by a
closed subalgebraic space of IsomGU×UGU (pr∗1 ξ, pr∗2 ξ), and it inherits such prop-
erties as quasi-compactness and separatedness of the diagonal of M. It follows
that b has these properties, and similarly for N and MG.

Example 3.8. The morphism MG → M need not be a monomorphism of al-
gebraic stacks, although it is a monomorphism of G-algebraic stacks (because of
the 2-universal property). Let Mg,2 be the stack of smooth 2-pointed curves of
genus g; it has an action of the symmetric group S2. Let (C, a, b) be a curve over
a base S, and suppose that C has two distinct automorphisms σ1 and σ2 that ex-
change the marked points. Then these give two morphisms S → (Mg,2)

S2, and
the compositions S → Mg,2 are equal as morphisms of algebraic stacks. How-
ever, they are not equal as morphisms of S2-algebraic stacks because the maps
σ1, σ2 enter in the definition of such a morphism.

Example 3.9. “Fixed points” and “coarse moduli space” do not commute. As-
sume that M and MG admit coarse moduli spacesM andN. ThenM acquires an
action of G and there is a map N → MG. The case where the original action of
G on M is trivial shows that N might be “bigger” than MG. For a somewhat op-
posite example, let Q = {±1,±i,±j,±k} be the quaternion group of order 8. Its
unique involution generates its center Z, and G = Q/Z � Z/2Z× Z/2Z is not
isomorphic to a subgroup of Q. There is a faithful action of G on Q by conjuga-
tion, whence an action of G on BQ. Then (BQ)G is empty, whereas the moduli
space of BQ is S and we have SG = S for the induced action.

Example 3.10 (continuation of 3.2). The following example (suggested to me
by B. Toen) shows that MG may not be algebraic when G is not proper. If H
is a commutative positive-dimensional group scheme and if G is a group scheme
acting trivially on BH, then an object of (BH )G is an H-torsor x together with a
morphism G→ Aut(x) = H, so (BH )G = BH ×Hom(G,H ). This stack is not
algebraic in general, though it may be for special groupsG,H (e.g., if bothG and
H are of multiplicative type; see [SGA3]).

Finally we mention a simple application of Theorem 3.3. Let G and M be as in
the statement of the theorem, withG proper. Assume that M is endowed with the
trivial action. Then one sees that MG is the stack of “G-objects in M”—that is,
of objects x ∈ M(T ) together with a group homomorphism ρ : G → AutT (x).
We denote by M{G} the full faithful subcategory corresponding to the pairs (x, ρ)
such that ρ is a faithful action.

Corollary 3.11. Let M be an algebraic stack with diagonal lfp over S, and let
G be a proper group scheme that is essentially free and of finite presentation over
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S. Then the morphism M{G} →MG defined previously is an open quasi-compact
immersion, so M{G} is algebraic. In particular, if M is a smooth (resp. proper)
Deligne–Mumford stack and if G is a finite étale group such that its order is in-
vertible in OS , then M{G} is a smooth (resp. proper) Deligne–Mumford stack.

Proof. In order to prove that M{G} → MG is an open quasi-compact immer-
sion, we take T →MG a morphism from a scheme that corresponds to an object
(x, ρ : G→ AutT (x)). Under our assumptions, the kernelK = ker(ρ) is a proper
T-group scheme of finite presentation. Then T 0 := T ×MG M{G} is the functor
IsomT -gr(1G,K), which has an open, quasi-compact immersion into the scheme
HomT -gr(1G,K) = T. (In other words, T 0 is the locus of points in T such that the
unit section {1} → K is an isomorphism; checking openness boils down to prov-
ing that, if a proper scheme over a discrete valuation ring R has a section to which
it is equal on the special fibre, then it must be Spec(R).)

In the Deligne–Mumford case, if M is smooth then MG and hence M{G} are
also smooth (this is a property of reductive groups). If M is proper then the mor-
phism M{G} → MG is an open and closed embedding, because K is open and
closed in G (since the intertia stack is unramified). Thus M{G} is proper.

Example 3.12. Let g ≥ 0 be an integer and let G be a finite group. Then
Hg,G := Mg{G} is the stack of smooth genus-g curves with faithful G-action.
It is a Deligne–Mumford stack over Spec(Z), smooth over Spec(Z[1/|G|]). The
stack M̄g{G} is the stack of stable curves with action; it is proper over Spec(Z)
and smooth over Spec(Z[1/|G|]).

4. Algebraicity of Quotients

LetG be a flat, separated group scheme of finite presentation over S. By aG-torsor
over an S-scheme T we will mean an algebraic space with G-action p : E → T

that locally on T is isomorphic to the trivial G-space G × T. In general such a
torsor will not be a scheme, unless (for example) G is quasi-affine.

Let M be a G-algebraic stack over S. In case M = X is an algebraic space,
the quotient of Proposition 2.6 is known under the more familiar decription of the
stack of G-torsors with an equivariant morphism to X. It is traditionally denoted
[X/G] to avoid confusion with a hypothetical quotient algebraic space, but when
M is a general stack no such confusion is possible and so it is natural to omit the
brackets.

For general M we can still define a stack whose objects areG-torsors p : E→
T with an equivariant morphism (f , σ) : E → M. More precisely, we define a
stack (M/G)∗ whose sections over T are triples t = (p, f , σ) as before, and the
isomorphisms between t and t ′ in (M/G)∗ are pairs (u,α) with a G-morphism
u : E→ E ′ and a 2-commutative diagram of G-stacks (see Remark 2.2):

E

(f, σ)
��





u �� E ′

(f ′, σ ′ )
����

��
��

�
��

α

������
������

M
.
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Theorem 4.1. LetG be a flat, separated group scheme of finite presentation over
S. Let M be aG-algebraic stack over S. Then the quotient stack M/G (Proposi-
tion 2.6 ) is isomorphic to the stack ofG-torsors (M/G)∗, and it is algebraic (so it
is a quotient stack in AlgSt). The canonical morphism π : M →M/G is the uni-
versal torsor over M/G. The formation of M/G commutes with base change onS.

Proof. There are two things to show. First, we explain why M/G � (M/G)∗.
Let M/G be the quotient as described in Proposition 2.6, which is the stack as-
sociated to a prestack P. We define a morphism u : P → (M/G)∗ by sending
an object x ∈M(T ), viewed as a map x : T → M, to the trivial torsor together
with the map G × T → M given by µ � (id × x), which is clearly equivariant.
The image of a morphism (g,ϕ) : x → y in P is the multiplication by g (as a
map of torsors). This morphism u extends to a morphism of stacks u′ : M/G→
(M/G)∗. It is clearly fully faithful and also locally essentially surjective, by the
definition of a torsor. Hence it is an isomorphism of stacks. From now on we
identify M/G and (M/G)∗.

Second, we prove algebraicity. We keep our notation t = (p, f , σ) for sec-
tions of M/G and ϕ = (u,α) for morphisms between t and t ′. Note that there is
a morphism ω : M/G → BG obtained by forgetting the maps to M. To study
the diagonal of M/G, we take t, t ′ ∈ (M/G)(T ); then ω induces a morphism
ω◦ : IsomT (t, t ′)→ IsomBG(E,E ′) given by (u,α) �→ u. The target space is al-
gebraic, and the fibre of ω◦ over u is the closed (hence algebraic) subspace of
IsomMT

(E, u∗E ′) of 2-G-isomorphisms. This shows that IsomT (t, t ′) is repre-
sentable, separated, and quasi-compact. The morphism S → BG is fppf and so,
from the 2-Cartesian diagram

M ��

��

S

��
M/G �� BG

,

we deduce that M →M/G is fppf. By composition with an atlas of M we ob-
tain an fppf presentation of M/G, whence the result by Artin’s theorem [L-MB,
Thm. 10.1].

Remark 4.2. Let M be a G-algebraic stack as before, and let x : T → M be
a point. We define the inertia subgroup of x, as a sheaf on T, by InT (x)(T ′) =
{(g,α) | g ∈ G(T ′), α : g(xT ′) � xT ′ } for all T ′/T. Observe that InT (x) �
(G × T ) ×M T and hence it is algebraic. If we are under the conditions of
the theorem, so that a quotient π : M →M/G exists, then InT (x) � AutT (πx)
canonically. The quotient sheaf StT (x) = InT (x)/AutT (x), which is not algebraic
a priori, measures the default of the action to be free. Locally this sheaf is just the
set of sections of G such that gx � x (so we might call it the stabilizer of x).

Example 4.3. Let M be a G-algebraic stack over S, so we have morphisms

G×M ��
µ, pr2 �� M . Given a sheaf F on the smooth-étale site of M, aG-lineari-

zation of F is an isomorphism α : µ∗F � pr∗2F, which is compatible with associa-
tivity: (m× idM)∗α = (idG×µ)∗α. We define a (smooth-étale)G-sheaf on M to
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be a pair (F,α) as just described. We can look at the stack of invertibleG-sheaves
(with obvious isomorphisms of G-sheaves between them), denoted PicG(M),
and it is easy to see that we have canonical isomorphisms of stacks Pic(M/G) �
PicG(M) � Pic(M)G. In particular, if Pic(M) is algebraic and if G is proper,
essentially free, and of finite presentation, then by Theorem 3.3 we obtain alge-
braicity of the first two stacks.

5. Rigidifications

To conclude, we examine how group actions behave with respect to rigidifica-
tions—the case when there is a fixed flat group lying inside all automorphism
groups of objects. Then, in some sense this group can be removed so as to ob-
tain an algebraic stack M�H called the rigidification of M along H, following
[ACV]. (Notational remark: [ACV] write MH, but we have already used this no-
tation for fixed points, as is natural. Since rigidification is a kind of 2-quotient,
the double bar //would be properly suggestive yet confusing, because it is already
used in algebraic geometry to denote a GIT quotient and in topology to denote a
homotopy quotient. The \fatslash symbol “� ” seemed appropriate.)

More precisely, let M be an algebraic stack and let H be a group scheme that
is flat, separated, and of finite presentation over the base. We assume that, for any
object x ∈M(T ), there is an injective morphism ix : HT ↪→ AutT (x) whose for-
mation is compatible with base change. In this situation, for any x, y ∈M(T ) the
groupHT acts on the left and right on the sheaf HomT (x, y) by the rule h1.u.h2 :=
iy(h1) �u � ix(h2). We assume (with self-explanatory notation) that, for any T ′/T,

for any h∈H(T ′) and u∈Hom(xT ′ , yT ′), u
−1hu∈H(T ′), (3)

and we say that H is normal in the sheaves HomM(x, y).

Theorem 5.1. With the foregoing assumptions, there exist a stack M�H and a
smooth surjective morphism of finite presentation f : M →M�H whose forma-
tion commutes with base change and such that the following statements hold.

(i) Via f , elements of H ⊂ AutT (x) map to the identity, and f is universal for
this property.

(ii) f is a gerbe; if M is Deligne–Mumford, then M�H also is and then f is
étale.

(iii) If M is separated or proper, then M�H also is.
(iv) M�H has a coarse moduli space if and only if M has one (then they are

the same).

Now letG be a flat, separated group scheme of finite presentation. Assume, more-
over, that M is endowed with an action of G such that the subgroups HT ↪→
AutT (x) are stable. Then:

(v) the injections jx : HT ↪→ AutMT
(x) ↪→ Aut(M/G)T (x) make H normal in

the sheaves HomM/G(x, y);
(vi) the action of G on M induces an action on M�H ;
and we have a canonical isomorphism ı : (M/G)�H ∼−→ (M�H )/G.
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Proof. Parts (i)–(iv) are proved in [ACV, 5.1.5] (with complements in [R, I, Sec. 3]
for the normality assumption on H ). For (v) one need only express the group law
of the sheaves Aut(M/G)T (x) using the description via the inertia sheaf InT (x) of
Remark 4.2. Part (vi) is straightforward. It remains to check the final statement:
from the universal property (i), we obtain morphisms in both ways that are obvi-
ously inverse to each other.

Remarks 5.2. (i) If k is an algebraically closed field, then the k-points of M�H
are the same as those of M and, for one such point x, we have AutM�H (f(x)) =
AutM(x)/H.

(ii) As an example it is clear that all objects of the stack M{G} of Corollary
3.11 have the center Z = Z(G) in their automorphism group, so we can rigidify
and get M{G}�Z.
Rigidification and fixed points do not commute in general: because the map
ε : MG → M is representable, it simply doesn’t make sense in general to try
to form something such as MG�H. However, in the example of a stack of the
form M{G} as in (ii), we may obtain such a result as follows.

Proposition 5.3. Let M be an algebraic stack with diagonal lfp over S. Let G
be a finite (ordinary) group and letH be aG-module that is a finite abelian group.
Then G acts on M{H } by twisting the actions, namely by the rule g.(x, ρ) =
(x, ρ � g−1). Let N be any algebraic substack of M{H } that is stable under G.
Then there is a morphism ı : N G�HG → (N�H )G, and:

(i) if H1(G,H ) = 0 then it is a monomorphism;
(ii) if H 2(G,H ) = 0 then it is an epimorphism.

(The cohomology here is ordinary group cohomology.)

Proof. Given T/S, a section of N G(T ) is a triple x = (x, ρ, {αg}g∈G). Here ρ
is a faithful action of H on x and the αg : x � x satisfy αg � h = g−1(h) � αg;
the cocycle condition reduces to αg1g2 = αg1 � αg2 . A morphism x → x′ is an
H-equivariant map u : x → x ′ that commutes with the αg and α ′g; in particu-
lar, elements of HG give automorphisms of the objects of N G, and this gives the
existence of ı.

To check (i) we may work locally over the base T, so that two sections x , x′ of
N G�HG are as just described; we must then check that the map from

HomN G�HG(x , x′) = {u : x → x ′ such that u � αg = α ′g � u (∀g)}/HG

to

Hom(N�H )G(ı(x), ı(x
′)) = {ū = u mod H, for u : x → x ′,

such that ū � ᾱg = ᾱ ′g � ū (∀g)}
is bijective. It is injective because, if u, v have the same image (i.e., v = hu for
some h ∈ H ), then vαg = huαg = hα ′gu = α ′gg−1(h)u; on the other hand, it is
also equal to α ′gv = α ′ghu. It follows that g−1(h) = h for all g ∈G, so h∈HG. It
is surjective because, given ū the class of umoduloH, there exists an hg ∈H such
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that uαg = hgα
′
gu. A straightforward computation gives that hg is a 1-cocyle. By

the assumption H1(G,H ) = 0 there is a k ∈H such that hg = g(k)k−1, and then
u∗ = ku lifts ū; that is, u∗ � αg = α ′g � u∗.

To check (ii) we observe that, locally on T, an object of (N�H )G is a triple
(x, ρ, ᾱg), where ᾱg is the class of an isomorphism αg : (x, ρ � g−1) → (x, ρ)
and satisfies ᾱg1g2 = ᾱg1 � ᾱg2 . This means there exist elements hg1,g2 such that
αg1g2 = hg1,g2αg1αg2 . Computing αg1g2g3 in two different ways, one checks that
h = {hg1,g2} is a 2-cocycle. Since H 2(G,H ) = 0 by assumption, we have that
h is a coboundary; that is, it has the form hg1,g2 = kg1g1(kg2 )k

−1
g1g2

for some col-
lection {kg}g∈G ∈ H. It follows that we can consider α∗g = kgαg , which satisfies
α∗g1g2

= α∗g1
α∗g2
. Then x = (x, ρ,α∗g ) defines a preimage in N G�HG.

Part B. Applications: Moduli for Covers of Curves

Here we give applications of the machinery of Part A to simple constructions of
moduli stacks. We build on a first construction that is a smooth compactification
for the stack of curves with level structures. Then we use fixed points and quo-
tients of various finite group actions in order to obtain the stack Hg,G = Mg{G}
(see Example 3.12) as a quotient stack.

6. Preliminaries on Hurwitz Theory of Tame Covers

Here we review briefly the construction of Hurwitz stacks of Galois covers. The
theory aims at providing a natural compactification of the stack of tame covers of
smooth curves Hg,G ⊗ Z[1/|G|], as defined in Example 3.12. We wish to present
just the material necessary to state Theorem 6.5, which will be used in Section 7.

Here, in more detail, are the relevant definitions concerning curves and actions.
We fix an integer g ≥ 2, a finite group G, and a scheme S. Throughout this sec-
tion, we will always assume that |G| ∈O×

S . By a curve over S we mean a proper
flat morphism of finite presentation f : C → S with 1-dimensional reduced and
connected fibres. By a G-curve over S we mean a curve together with a fibrewise
faithful action ρ : G → AutS(C). The map f and the action ρ are often under-
stood and we simply write C. Finally, we say that a curve or a G-curve is smooth
(resp. nodal ) when the geometric fibres of C → S are smooth (resp., have only
ordinary double point singularities).

Definition 6.1. Let C be a nodal G-curve over S. For x ∈C we denote by Gx

its stabilizer. Assume that S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field. We
say that the action is admissible if, for every node x ∈ C and every g ∈ Gx , we
have det(g) = 1 if g respects the branches, and −1 otherwise (the determinant is
computed with respect to the natural representation of Gx in the 2-dimensional
cotangent space T ∗x ). For arbitrary S, we say that the action is admissible if it is
admissible on each geometric fibre of C → S.

When the base is an algebraically closed field, it has been shown [BeR; E] that
C has a universal equivariant deformation with smooth generic fibre if and only
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if the action of G is admissible. Thus, the obstructions to the possibility of de-
forming the pair (C, ρ) smoothly are all localized at the nodes. When the action
is admissible, we can distinguish between two kinds of fixed points as follows.

• A fixed point x is of cyclic type if (a) it is smooth or (b) it is a node and no ele-
ment of Gx permutes the branches at x. Then Gx is isomorphic to the cyclic
group Z/eZ.

• A fixed point is of dihedral type if it is a node and one element of Gx per-
mutes the branches at x. ThenGx is isomorphic to the group De = 〈a, b | a2 =
(ab)2 = be = 1〉 of order 2e. (This is the dihedral group for e ≥ 2, while D1 �
Z/2Z and D2 � Z/2Z× Z/2Z.)

Let S be arbitrary again, and let π : C → C/G be the quotient map. It is classi-
cal that the assumption |G| ∈O×

S implies that formation of π commutes with base
change. As usual, we denote by ω the dualizing sheaves.

Definition 6.2. The ramification divisor is defined by R = Div(OR), where
OR = ω−1

C ⊗ C with C := coker(π∗ωC/G → ωC) (see [GIT, Chap. 5, Sec. 3] for
the operation Div).

The ramification divisor is flat on the base, and its formation commutes with base
change. Locally it has an equation given by the determinant of the mapπ∗ωC/G →
ωC. A local computation shows that its support |R| is the set of fixed points of
the action, excluding nodal points of cyclic type. For instance, look at the fam-
ily xy = t over the base C[[t]]. Let Z/nZ act by σ(x, y) = (e2iπ/nx, e−2iπ/ny).

The fixed point scheme is not flat; it has degree 2 on the generic fibre and degree 3
on the special fibre. If we remove the nodal fixed point from the special fibre, the
resulting scheme is flat—it is the support of R.

Definitions 6.3. (i) A nodal r-marked curve over a base S is a tuple (C, x1, . . . ,
xr), where C is a nodal curve and the xi : S → C are disjoint sections that land in
the smooth locus of C. We often denote x := (x1, . . . , xr) and call the relative di-
visor

∑
xi the unordered mark. The morphisms between (C, x) and (C ′, x ′) are

morphisms of S-curves u : C → C ′ such that uxi = x ′i for all i. We say that (C, x)
is stable if the automorphism groups of the geometric fibres are finite.

(ii) An admissibleG-curve r-marked by ramification is a triple (C, ρ, x), where
(C, x) is a stable marked curve and ρ is a fibrewise faithful admissible action
on C such that the unordered mark and the ramification divisor are equal. A mor-
phism between such objects is a morphism of marked curves that isG-equivariant.
Given an integer g ≥ 2, we denote by Īg,G,r (resp. Ig,G,r ) the stack of admissible
(resp. smooth) G-curves, r-marked by ramification, whose fibres all have arith-
metic genus g.

Of course, whenC is a smoothG-curve over an algebraically closed field, the con-
ditions on

∑
xi = R in Definition 6.3(i) are empty, so it brings nothing new to

look at the G-curve marked by ramification or to look at the G-curve alone (ex-
cept that one must choose an ordering of the ramification points). But when C is
singular, this point of view is very convenient:
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• it forbids fixed points of dihedral type (but there may be nodes of cyclic type),
and so

• the nodes of C must then lie above nodes of C/G;
• the ramification divisor |R| is then étale.

Definition 6.4. Let (C, ρ, x) be an admissibleG-curve marked by ramification
over a base S. Then the isomorphism class of the representation ofG in the cotan-
gent space of the unordered marked sections

⊕
1≤i≤r T ∗xi is called the ramification

datum. We denote it by ξ = ξ(C, ρ, x).

Observe that
⊕
T ∗xi is a free OS-module of rank r. One can show that ξ is locally

constant on the base; that is, there is an integral representation V (a projective
module of finite type over Z[1/|G|]) such that ξ � V ⊗ OS as representations.
Hence we have splittings into open and closed substacks,

Hg,G[1/|G|] =
∐

Hg,G,ξ , Ig,G,r =
∐

Ig,G,r,ξ , Īg,G,r =
∐

Īg,G,r,ξ .

In fact, ξ is clearly induced (in the sense of representations) by the list of pairs
(Gx ,χx), where x ranges through a set of representatives {xi1 , . . . , xib} of the G-
orbits in x and where χx is the character of the representation of Gx on T ∗x . One
can equivalently define ξ to be this list, as in [BeR].

For a G-curve C, arbitrary automorphisms of C may permute the ramification
points. More precisely, we can consider the group S

ξ
r of permutations of the r ram-

ification points that preserve the ramification datum ξ. Then there is a natural map
Ig,G,r,ξ/S

ξ
r
∼−→Hg,G,ξ that is an isomorphism (see Theorem 4.1 for the procedure

of quotient). Therefore, we define H̄g,G,ξ = Īg,G,r,ξ/S
ξ
r . Note that ξ determines

two invariants: the genus g ′ of the quotient curve C/G (by the Riemann–Hurwitz
formula); and the number b ofG-orbits in x. The following statement summarizes
and completes our discussion.

Theorem 6.5 [BeR]. The stack H̄g,G,ξ is a smooth proper stack over the ring
Z[1/|G|] and is equidimensional of dimension 3g ′ − 3 + b. The open substack
Hg,G,ξ is fibrewise dense.

We may view H̄g,G,ξ as a closed substack of M̄g{G} ⊗ Z[1/|G|], defined in Ex-
ample 3.12. Therefore, we recover most assertions of the theorem as formal con-
sequences of Corollary 3.11 (and the dimension may be computed by looking at
the map H̄g,G,ξ → M̄g ′,b taking (C, ρ, x) to C/G+ [branch locus]).

7. Level Structures on Curves

In this section we define a stack of stable curves with level structure. It will be
used and studied further in the sequel (Section 8). We first recall briefly the set-
ting from [DMu], including the normal stack M̃g(G). Then we define the proper
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stack M̄g(G) and show that it desingularizes M̃g(G) (Theorem 7.2.3 is a little
more precise). At last we prove that stable curves admit level structures locally for
the fppf topology (Corollary 7.2.4).

Fix an integer g ≥ 2 and denote by B the fundamental group of a compact
Riemann surface of genus g. Choose a finite group G such that there exists a sur-
jection B→ G, and put n := |G| its order.

7.1. Level Structures on Smooth Curves

Deligne and Mumford defined a stack Mg(G) over Z[1/n], parameterizing smooth
curvesC/S of genus g together with a Teichmüller structure of levelG. We briefly
recall that such a structure is given by a global section of the sheaf of exterior sur-
jective group homomorphisms from π1(C, ∗) to G, denoted Homext(π1(C),G).
We refer to [DMu, (5.5)] for the details. Note that the base point ∗ can be chosen
arbitrarily because we “mod out” by inner automorphisms of π1. When G =
(Z/nZ)2g we recover the stack of curves with full level-n structure, usually de-
noted Mg(n). Indeed, a surjective morphism π1(C, ∗)→ (Z/nZ)2g determines a
torsor over C (up to isomorphism), and this in turn gives a basis forH1(C, Z/nZ),
which is a full level-n structure in the classical sense.

As a matter of notation, we will use the letter L and its variants to denote level
structures, as in C : π1(C, ∗)→ G or (L→ C, λ : G→ Aut(L)) for the G-torsor
it determines.

Deligne and Mumford also considered the normalization of M̄g with respect
to the forgetful morphism Mg(G)→Mg (see [DMu]). We denote it by M̃g(G)

and recall the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1.1 [DMu]. The Z[1/n]-stacks Mg(G) and M̃g(G) are algebraic,
separated, and of finite type. The stack M̃g(G) is proper. It contains Mg(G) as
a smooth, fibrewise dense substack.

In general M̃g(G) is only normal, but some special cases where it is smooth have
been studied in [PdJ] (see also proof of Corollary 7.2.4 to follow). As a comple-
ment to the theorem, Deligne extended Serre’s lemma to stable curves and proved
that, if there exists a surjection G→ (Z/mZ)2g with m ≥ 3, then both stacks are
representable [D, Lemma 3.5.1].

7.2. Level Structures on Stable Curves

We now derive from Hurwitz theory a stack that should be viewed as a resolution
of singularities of M̃g(G). We note that in [ACV] a more general and sophisti-
cated theory of twisted maps into a Deligne–Mumford stack is developed. As far
as level structures are concerned, our stack M̄g(G) and their stack B tei

g (G) (twisted
stable maps of degree 0 into BG) are isomorphic; see [ACV, Sec. 5.2].

The data g,G, n remain as before. The genus of a Galois étale cover of a curve
of genus g, with Galois group equal to G, is equal to n(g − 1) + 1. We denote
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this number by γ. We refer to Section 6 for the presentation of the Hurwitz stack
with no ramification (ξ = ∅) and to Section 5 for the operation of rigidification
(denoted by a� sign). Observe that the center Z(G) ⊂ G is present in all auto-
morphism groups of curves with G action, so we may rigidify the Hurwitz stack
along Z(G) (see Corollary 3.11 and Remark 5.2(ii)).

Definition 7.2.1. We define the stack of stable curves with (Teichmüller) struc-
ture of level G by

M̄g(G) := H̄γ,G,∅�Z(G).

By Theorem 5.1(ii) and (iii), M̄g(G) is a smooth and proper stack over Z[1/n].
We recall from Remark 5.2(i) that, for any algebraically closed field k, the objects
of M̄g(G) over k are the same as those of H̄γ,G,∅, but automorphism groups are
divided by Z(G). On the open substack of smooth curves we have the following
result.

Proposition 7.2.2. There is an isomorphism of Z[1/n]-stacks Hγ,G,∅�Z(G) ∼−→
Mg(G).

Proof. An object of Hγ,G,∅ is a smooth curve L/S with fixed point–free action of
the group G. We define a morphism Hγ,G,∅ →Mg(G) by sending L to the base
C = L/G of the cover, together with the exterior morphism C : π1(C, ∗)→ G that
this cover determines by the theory of the fundamental group (we need to have
sections of C, which we have locally on the base). This clearly gives a morphism
as announced by the universal property of rigidification (see Theorem 5.1).

Given a curve C/S of genus g and with a Teichmüller structure C, what we have
just said shows that, étale locally on S, this provides a Galois étale cover L of
group G. So our morphism is essentially surjective.

It remains to check that it is also a monomorphism. Toward this end it is enough
to look at a base equal to a field S = Spec(k), to take L,L′ two k-curves with
action, and to show that the map HomG(L,L′)/Z(G) → Homk((C, C), (C ′, C′))
is bijective. Injectivity comes from Galois theory of smooth curves, which as-
serts that the group of automorphisms of L that induce the identity on C is justG.
Surjectivity is straightforward from the definitions.

We now come to the main point.

Theorem 7.2.3. There is a proper, birational morphism M̄g(G)→ M̃g(G) that
is an isomorphism on U = Mg(G). The two stacks have the same coarse mod-
uli spaces; in particular, when M̃g(G) is representable, it is the moduli space of
M̄g(G).

Thus, in some sense, M̄g(G) is a desingularization of M̃g(G). However, M̃g(G)

may be smooth without being isomorphic to M̄g(G): this is what happens with
the example of Pikaart and de Jong [PdJ].
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Proof. Consider the stack X defined by the following fibred product:

X w ��

v

��

M̃g(G)

u

��
M̄g(G) �� M̄g

.

The stacks M̄g(G) and M̃g(G) share the common open substack U = Mg(G),
which therefore embeds diagonally in X . Let Y be the reduced closed substack
structure on the closure of the image of U in X . The restriction v|Y : Y → M̄g(G)

is (representable) finite because it is the composition of a closed immersion with
the pullback of u. Also, it is birational. It follows that v is an isomorphism: in-
deed, we can work étale locally on M̄g(G), which brings us back to the case of
a morphism of schemes, and then Zariski’s main theorem [EGA, (IV), (8.12.10)]
yields the result. Therefore, π = w � (v|Y)−1 is a morphism as announced.

We now show that the two stacks have the same moduli space. Let M̄ and M̃
be the respective moduli spaces, which exist by [KeMo]. The induced map M̄ →
M̃ is again finite and birational, landing in a normal space. By Zariski’s main the-
orem, this is an isomorphism.

The stack M̃g(G) is not smooth (in general) and not modular (i.e., one can hardly
say what its objects stand for). Therefore, M̄g(G) corrects these deficiencies. We
should emphasize that the map M̄g(G)→ M̄g[1/n] is not representable, whereas
the map M̃g(G) → M̄g[1/n] is. Usually this is a minor inconvenience; for in-
stance, the problem is easily overcome in the following result of essential interest.

Corollary 7.2.4. Let C/S be a stable curve of genus g ≥ 2. Assume that n =
|G| ≥ 3 (with n ∈ O×

S as always). Then C has a level-G structure after a finite
faithfully flat extension S ′ → S.

Proof. We first provide a finite flat cover of M̄γ [1/n] by a scheme (γ =
n(g − 1) + 1). For a well-chosen group G, the stack M̃γ(G)[1/n] will answer
the question. Let G = π/π(k)π m be the quotient of π by the characteristic sub-
group generated by (k + 1)th commutators and mth powers; see [PdJ]. We must
ensure that the order of G is invertible on Spec(Z[1/n]). Hence, if n is a power
of 2 then we choose (k,m) = (3, 4), and if not then we pick an odd prime fac-
tor p of n and choose (k,m) = (3,p). By [PdJ, Thm. 3.11], the normalization
M̃γ(G)[1/n] is a smooth proper scheme and so the covering map to M̄γ [1/n] is
finite and flat.

By pullback along H̄γ,G,∅ → M̄γ [1/n], this provides a scheme U with a finite
flat cover to both stacks H̄γ,G,∅ and M̄g(G). Now the curve C gives a morphism
S → M̄g[1/n]. Consider the following diagram of fibred products:
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S ′ ��

��

V ��

��

S

��
U �� M̄g(G) �� M̄g

[
1
n

]
.

The stack V is not representable, whence the need for U. Clearly S ′ → S is finite
and flat.

7.2.5. Let us finally describe functoriality with respect to the groupG. LetN �G

be a normal subgroup and let G′ = G/N. Let n′ = |G′| and γ ′ = n′(g − 1)+ 1.
For classical level structures, there is a map Mg(G) → Mg(G

′)[1/n] given by
the composition π1(C)→ G→ G′. The analogue for our compactifications pro-
ceeds as follows. Start from

H̄γ,G,∅ −→ H̄γ ′,G′,∅,

(L, λ) �−→ (L/N, λ/N ),

where λ/N : G/N → Aut(L/N ) is the induced action. Since the center Z(G)
maps to the centerZ(G′), we deduce a morphism (after rigidifications) M̄g(G)→
M̄g(G

′)[1/n]. This map is proper, quasi-finite, and flat. It is ramified on the bound-
ary and étale on the locus of smooth curves.

Notation 7.2.6. To conform with tradition (see Section 7.1), whenever G =
(Z/nZ)2g we use M̄g(n) to denote M̄g(G).

8. A Presentation of HHHg,G Using Level Structures

In this section we wish to show how the tools developed in the previous sections
relate to the stack Hg,G = Mg{G} (see Example 3.12). Note that here we in-
clude the prime divisors of |G| among the characteristics (this will be made more
precise in the sequel). The first step is to get to the definition of certain stacks
over Z[1/n], denoted X n

g,G and X̄ n
g,G. Then we show that there is an isomorphism

X n
g,G � Hg,G[1/n] that gives the desired presentation (Theorem 8.2.2).
From now until the end, we fix a finite group G and an integer n ≥ 3 prime to

|G|. In particular, we must warn the reader that now n is not the order of G. The
reason is thatG will come up as a group acting on curves of genus g but no longer
as a level structure. The integer n will come up as the abelian level when we will
use the smooth stack M̄g(n) defined in Section 7.

8.1. G-Module Structures on the n-Torsion

Assume that G acts faithfully on a curve C of genus g ≥ 2 that is defined over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to n. Then it acts (faithfully, by
Serre’s lemma) on the n-torsion of the Jacobian of the curve C [n] � (Z/nZ)2g.

We denote by Hn the abstract group (Z/nZ)2g. A G-module structure on Hn is
just a group homomorphism i : G→ Aut(Hn) = GL2g(Z/nZ), and we say that
Hn is a faithful module if i is injective.
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Notation 8.1.1. We introduce the following finite set:

In = {faithful G-module structures on Hn such that, for all divisors m|n
with m ≥ 3, the induced G-module Hm = Hn ⊗ Z/mZ is faithful}.

It is clearly enough to check the condition for prime divisorsm andm = 4. By its
very definition, I is a functor from Z≥3, anti-ordered by divisibility, to the cate-
gory of finite sets. Namely, for m|n with m ≥ 3, we have a morphism In → Im
given by i �→ i ⊗ Z/mZ.

We remark that if n is a power of a prime C ≥ 3, then the kernel of the reduction
map GL2g(Z/nZ) → GL2g(Z/CZ) is an C-group. Hence, in that case the con-
dition in the definition of In is automatically verified, because G can’t meet this
kernel (|G| and n are coprime).

8.1.2. The stack of stable curves of genus g with level-n structure has been de-
fined in 7.2.1 by rigidification of the stack H̄γ,H,∅ with H = (Z/nZ)2g and γ =
n2g(g−1)+1. We fix i ∈ In as introduced previously. Then there is an action µi
of G on H̄γ,H,∅ (see Definition 2.1 for the relevant concepts). It goes as follows:
for any g ∈G,

(a) g.(L, λ) := (L, g.λ) for an H-curve (L, λ), where g.λ = λ � g−1, and
(b) g.u := u for a map u : (L, λ)→ (L′, λ′).
We use simply H̄i

γ,H,∅ to denote theG-stack (H̄γ,H,∅,µi). Now let us describe the
fixed point stack (see Proposition 2.5 for a general description; see Theorem 3.3
and Proposition 3.7 for its properties). Let S be a base scheme over Spec(Z[1/n]).

(i) An object of (H̄i
γ,H,∅)

G over S is a triple t = (L, λ, {αg}g∈G). The pair (L, λ)
is a curve with action of H, and αg : (L, g.λ) → (L, λ) is an isomorphism
such that αg1g2 = αg1 � g1.αg2 = αg1 � αg2 , by (b) in the previous listing. In
particular, αg is H-equivariant, which means that for all h∈H we have

αg � g−1(h) = h � αg.
This is the same as saying that αg belongs to the normalizer ofH in AutS(L).

(ii) A morphism between two objects t = (L, λ,αg) and t ′ = (L′, λ′,α ′g) is an
H-equivariant morphism u : L→ L′ such that u � αg = α ′g � u for all g ∈G.

8.2. Stacks X n
g,G

Clearly the action µi induces an action on M̄g(n) (defined in 7.2.6) owing to the
universal property of rigidification. We write M̄i

g(n) for the resulting G-stack.
The fixed point stack M̄i

g(n)
G enjoys a similar description as (H̄i

γ,H,∅)
G in Sec-

tion 8.1.2. The following definition is justified by the usual fact that if we have
a group G and a normal subgroup H then, whenever G acts on a “structure” X,
G/H acts on the fixed pointsXH. For stacks, this was made precise in Remark 2.4.

Definition 8.2.1. Fix i ∈ In, and let Zi
n(G) denote the centralizer of G in

GL2g(Z/nZ). We define the following Z[1/n]-stacks:
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X n
g,G :=

∐
i∈In

Mi
g(n)

G

Zi
n(G)

.(1)

X̄ n
g,G :=

∐
i∈In

M̄i
g(n)

G

Zi
n(G)

.(2)

We are mainly interested in X n
g,G. The formation of X̄ n

g,G is functorial with re-
spect to n. Indeed, let m|n with m, n ≥ 3. Then we pick i ∈ In and denote j =
i ⊗ Z/mZ ∈ Im. By 7.2.5 there is a morphism M̄g(n)→ M̄g(m)[1/n], and this
is equivariant for the actions induced by i and j. We may thus derive morphisms
M̄i

g(n)
G/Zi

n(G)→ M̄j
g(m)

G/Z
j
m(G) and X̄ n

g,G → X̄ m
g,G[1/n]. This latter map is

proper and quasi-finite, but it is not representable in general.
Our interest in these stacks comes from the following result. Its virtue is that,

since Mi
g(n)

G is a scheme, it follows that away from the characteristics that divide
n we express explicitly the stack of curves with action as a quotient of a scheme
by a finite group (or, more precisely, as a sum of such quotients). The important
point here is that the characteristics dividing |G| are included.

Theorem 8.2.2. Let n ≥ 3 be prime to |G|. We have an isomorphism of Z[1/n]-
stacks X n

g,G
∼−→Hg,G[1/n].

Proof. It is more convenient here to think of Mg(n) in its classical definition.
That is to say, its objects are, locally on the base, pairs (C, C) with a curve and
an isomorphism C : H1(C, Z/nZ) → (Z/nZ)2g. Morphisms are maps u : C →
C ′ such that u∗C′ = C. Given i ∈ In, through which G acts on (Z/nZ)2g, the ac-
tion on Mg(n) is given by g(C, C) = (C, g � C). We now define maps from each
summand of X n

g,G to Hg,G. Starting from Mi
g(n)

G, the map is just the forgetful
morphism that forgets the level structure (note that the G-linearization provides a
faithful action ofG on the curve). The fact that it passes to the quotient by Zi

n(G)

is obvious. It remains to check that the result is an isomorphism.
That the map is an epimorphism is clear because, given a curve C with action

of G, we can choose any level structure C on C and look at how it pulls back via
g : C → C. This corresponds to an action i ∈ In. Thus we get a preimage in the
ith component.

To check that the map is a monomorphism, we may again work locally over the
base S. We pick two objects in the same i-component: an object is a triple t =
(C, C,αg) over a base E, which is a Zi

n(G)-torsor over S (4.1). Localizing again to
trivialize the torsors, we have

Hom(t, t ′) = {(z, u) | z∈Zi
n(G) and u : (C, z � C)→ (C ′, C′)

is such that u � αg = α ′g � u (∀g)}
(see Proposition 2.6 and Remark 4.2). The map to Hom((C,αg), (C ′,α ′g)) forgets
z. Hence it is bijective because, obviously, u determines uniquely the element z∈
Zi
n(G) by z = (u∗C′) � C−1.
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Remark 8.2.3. In view of the theorem, a (wrong) candidate to compactify Hg,G

is X̄ n
g,G. The reason why it is not satisfactory is that, because of the operation of

fixed points, X n
g,G ⊂ X̄ n

g,G is not dense. However, it is interesting for the results
of Part A to note that, because the order of G is prime to n, we are in one of the
remarkable cases (Proposition 5.3) where the rigidification procedure at the ori-
gin of the definition of M̄g(n) goes through the successive operations on H̄i

γ,H,∅.
Namely, the morphism H̄i

γ,H,∅ → M̄i
g(n) induces an isomorphism

(H̄i
γ,H,∅)

G

Zi
n(G)

�HG ∼−→ M̄i
g(n)

G

Zi
n(G)

(this also holds for the substacks parameterizing smooth curves). This follows be-
cause if |G| is prime to n then the cohomology groups H i(G,H ) vanish for i ≥
1. In particular, H1(G,H ) = H 2(G,H ) = 0 and so Proposition 5.3 applies to
the stack N = H̄γ,H,∅, which is a substack of the stack of admissible curves with
faithful action. It follows that (H̄i

γ,H,∅)G�HG � (H̄i
γ,H,∅�H )G. Then commuta-

tion of�HG with quotients is a general fact proven in Theorem 5.1.
One can also show that the morphism of Theorem 8.2.2 extends to a morphism

X̄ n
g,G → M̄g{G}[1/n].
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